CREWS AND TRACK TEAM SET FOR CONTESTS
SPORTS PEP SESSION WILL BE HELD TODAY

BOWDOIN TRACK AND FIELD FORCES ARE FAVORED TO WIN
NEW ENGLAND CHAMPIONSHIP

BEAVERS AND B. C. HAVE FAST TEAMS

Technology Power in Running Events May Cause Big Upset

Today and tomorrow the Institute will hold its annual track and field meet. The English Intercollegiate, held at Bow-
Doin two years ago, was one of the largest track meets ever held in the country, and the track team of the Institute, coached by Straw-ser and Triller Johnson in the outdoor events and Straw-ser in the indoor, is one of the strongest in the country.

The last track meet held on Bowdoin Grounds was in 1930, when the track team of the Institution
competed with the teams of the other New England colleges. The track meet today will be
larger and more important than any other track meet ever held on Bowdoin Grounds.

The track meet will be held today at 1:30 o'clock, and tomorrow at 10:00 o'clock. The meet will be
open to the public, and there will be a charge of $1.50 for admission. The Institute track
meet will be held in conjunction with the Institute Athletic Association meet.
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PROCRUSTATION

With the closing of another school year there naturally remain many little matters which should be cleared up before the final examinations commence. One of the most important of these duties is to return the books which have been "borrowed" from the Walker Memorial Libraries. We understand how or why these books have disappeared nor are we prepared to hazard a guess as to the exact number of volumes which are missing at present, but we do know that this number is rather large.

It is rather discouraging for the authorities to return a library in which the intention of those borrowers to actually keep the books, but forgetfulness and procrastination have, in the past, been responsible for the permanent disappearance of more than a few volumes.

It is for this reason that we make mention of such a fact at this time. It is not too soon to return the books that are missing, for the intention of those borrowers to return to enter the matter. The Walker Libraries are intended to be of benefit to the whole of the student body and not merely to a select few. In order to co-operate with the library that the borrower can be made to amount to anything, and we ask that you do your share by returning now whatever books you may have at home.

STUDENT SUICIDES

THERE seems to be a very definite move in the press to exaggerate, and over-emphasize the faults of the modern college man. In practice this movement takes many forms; but one of the most serious, both in effects and in intimations, is the matter of student suicides.

We do not deny the seriousness of the situation—it is one which may well cause us deep concern. It is certainly the most object to be the inordinate publicity which is accorded such matters. To boldly and flagrantly capitalize these cases and broadcast the news to a mob eager for the morbid, sordid things of life is not only an insult to the rest of the college world, but is a crime against the youth of today.

Suicide of any kind is the result of an attitude of mind. While the physical hardships necessitating this particular act are the most obvious object to be the inordinate publicity which is accorded such matters. To boldly and flagrantly capitalize these cases and broadcast the news to a mob eager for the morbid, sordid things of life is not only an insult to the rest of the college world, but is a crime against the youth of today.

As We Like It

KATJA

Katja comes to Boston and the Shubert Theatre after a two years' run in London and a tremendously successful tour of Sweden, Denmark, and the United States, where her performance created a tremendous applause abroad. The musical is produced by the renowned Proctor-Princine Stable and Princine Company which is widely known for its artistic productions. Proctor-Princine Stable has produced many successful plays such as "All for Love," "The Prince of Foxes," and others.

The dancing was extremely clever and Keene was in his prime. The singing and acting of the leads of the show were magnificent. The music is in the hands of the well-known Arthur Schwartz, who has produced many other successful shows such as "On the Road to Broadway," "American sweetheart," and others.

The production of the show was fine, the dancing excellent, and the singing good. The music is well, and the acting is good. The show was a great success and received much praise from critics.
Two Cardinal and Gray Tennis Teams Overwhelmed by Crimson

**TECHNOLOGY FROST AND VARIETY LOSE IN TENNIS MATCHES**

Down Amherst Racquet Team 4-2—Freshmen Battle Andover Today

Smashing through its schedule, the varsity tennis team added another win to its score Tuesday afternoon by coming Amherst near two to two. Captain E. B. Hink took the first match in two sets and lost an example that the rest of the team followed in at the Amherst bench, only one of the matches was won by Hink. Further a good game in all the way that featured the rest of the singles. Kononoff pushed his opponents to two straight sets before finally being forced for the Lord's first goal. Today's match was the closest match taken two straight after that the first. Day and Hink easily won the first doubles from Lefson and Butler of Amherst.

Two stiff meets face the Varsity this weekend. Dartmouth's event will be held on Wednesday, and then the varsity will meet Andover this afternoon. The doubles between an Amherst junior and sophomore aggregation will set their lack on the same courts Wednesday.

Technology's second victory did not last as well in its meet Wednesday afternoon with the Harvard second's. The team hopes to make up this with 2 meets Balsat College here this afternoon and American Thursday to make sure they have the looks from the same tournament. With the look out for the same tournament.

**Four Races on Schedule For Tomorrow's Regatta With Harvard and Penn**

(Continued from Page 1)

showing against the Varsity on Tuesday proved.

Again on Wednesday the numerous crew enthusiasts who lined the banks of the Charles River saw a very close

Up the Charles with the Harvard-Oxford-Navy-Princeton-Princeton-Princeton Cup, the last stroke made the difference between victory and defeat. This second year men were able to put enough force into their last stroke to overtake the fresh foursome, 22 seconds. The Richards Cup medals will be distributed to the members of the winning crew at the crew banquet.

The lineup was as follows:

Sophomores—Bow, Gilles; 2, Former; 3, W. L. G.; 4, Cervera; 5, Tarr; 6, Silva. Freshmen—Bow, Sherman; 2, Tarr; 3, Harris; 4, Brady; 5, Turley; 6, MacKinnon; stroke, Nason; coxswain, Booth.

**BEAVERS TROUNCE CONN. AGGIES, 9-5**

Overcome Visitor's Early Lead With Crushing Attack in Final Inning

Connecticut Agricultural College went down to defeat at the hands of the Beaver baseball team in a four day afternoon which was featured by the college playing of the East-West game. Beaver were the favorite of the town, for the majority of the players were from the neighboring area.

To make matters worse, two doubles and a single in four times at bat was the outstanding performance with the pitch. Captain Crusdall with nearly as perfect a performance was able to get around the bases in easier style and thereby around two runs.

Allen pitched the entire game and didn't walk well. The blue team was unable to find him for anything else however and made him face the plate. The summary:

AUBURN (4) vs. HAWTHORNE (3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>AB</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>RBI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hevitt, lb</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy, cf</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birdsall, 3b</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, l)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Here Are 10 Ways You Can Use DUCO This Week End**

It dries quickly and is easily applied!

1. Touch up all of the room and get the color you want. Use a combination of DUCO and styrofoam. DUCO dries quickly - a great advantage for a room which is to be occupied promptly.

2. Repair that broken or cracked hole in the wall. With DUCO you can fill it in and make it look just like the rest of the wall. DUCO dries quickly and is easily applied. It won't stick to your hands or any tools used in its application.
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5. Paint the floor with DUCO. A smooth, glossy surface will be the result of your new DUCO floor. DUCO will make your floor a smooth, glossy surface. DUCO is non-toxic and is food safe. DUCO is the perfect paint for the floor or the table, and it is made in many beautiful pastels.
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9. Touch up all of the room and get the color you want. Use a combination of DUCO and styrofoam. DUCO dries quickly - a great advantage for a room which is to be occupied promptly.

10. Repair that broken or cracked hole in the wall. With DUCO you can fill it in and make it look just like the rest of the wall. DUCO dries quickly and is easily applied. It won't stick to your hands or any tools used in its application.

**THE COOP**

Now—Straw Hat Time

Semistraws, $3.00 and $5.50
Leghorns, $6.00 and $8.00
Panamas, $6.00 and $8.00

HOW ABOUT SOME NEW SHIRTS AND HOSE?

Men's Wear at The Coop

There is only ONE Duco—DU PONT Duco
Odds Now 100 To 1 For THE TECH In Slaughter Of t. e. n.

Battle This Afternoon Will Bury Hopes Of Scientific Fakers For All Time

John Middleton and his cessation t. e. n. lineage were not ones again to take the field against the powerful foes of THE TECH. The two teams clung in a battle to the death on the football field. Odds have shifted slightly since the game of last week. Instead of being 2-1, the expression of the outcome of THE TECH has been 100-1. The outcome of the game has been the last workout for the staff has given up in disgust. The outcome of the game has been the last workout for the staff has given up in disgust. Wally Ross, who, it is rumored, has been secretly coaching the entire squad. The outcome of the game has been the last workout for the staff has given up in disgust. Wally Ross, who, it is rumored, has been secretly coaching the entire squad. The outcome of the game has been the last workout for the staff has given up in disgust. Wally Ross, who, it is rumored, has been secretly coaching the entire squad.
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